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Following a once in a lifetime offer to 

appear on the Historynet website and 

in Military History Magazine, Museum 

Chairman Bradley Wood and Project 

Manager James Carter were interviewed 

earlier this month by long time Museum 

friend Tammi Johnson.

Tammi, who lives in Kentucky in the United 

States, offered to interview us as the result 

of her association with the Project USS 

Strong DD-467, dedicated to her great-

uncle William "Billy" Clay Hedrick, Jr. 

Being the #1 selling magazine of its type in 

the world, this was a rare opportunity to tell 

our story to a huge international audience. 

More on the story will appear in the July 

issue of Military History Magazine. 

Interview for 
Military History 

Magazine

In the meantime, you can read our interview 

with Tammi in full at  

https://www.historynet.com/the-south-

pacifics-premier-world-war-ii-museum.htm



Vanuatu's tourism industry has taken a huge hit over the 

last 12 months. 

However, in anticipation of tourists returning to one of the 

South Pacific's most beautiful holiday destinations, the 

Vanuatu Tourism Office (VTO) has begun a major push to 

get Vanuatu back on the 'bucket list' of tourists worldwide.

Beginning with a major global marketing campaign, VTO 

has shifted its focus to getting behind the individual 

provinces and looking to how each can be marketed to a 

global audience.

In early March, VTO opened its latest office in the main 

street of Luganville. The office will be a hub for inbound 

tourists wanting information on what to see and do, book 

tours around Santo and find out about the World War II 

legacy on Vanuatu's largest island.

As part of its work developing each province, VTO 'went 

bush' with Museum Project Office Manager Lengkon Tokon 

and Museum Secretary and super knowledgeable tour 

guide Mayumi Green to document a number of the WWII 

sites on Santo that tourists can visit. 

Local photographer and tour guide Kevin Green also went 

on the trip to photograph the sites for use in VTO marketing 

activities over the coming year or so. 

VTO has given the Museum permission to use the shots 

for our marketing as well. We'd like to thank them for their 

generosity in making them available to us and allowing us 

to share some of them with you on the following page.

Marketing 
Vanuatu to  
the world
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VTO opens its new office in Luganville.

The interior of the Museum in Luganville.
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An excavator bucket at Million Dollar Point. Bomber Airfield #3. The old runway is now the main road over the mountain.

The old base bank vault in Luganville.

Hospital Hill where a radar was built to warn of attack from the east. Million Dollar Point with its sea of 'junk'.
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With all the work that WWII historian Donna Esposito is doing 

on behalf of the Museum and the families of veterans whose 

dog tags we have recovered, we thought we'd delve into the 

history of the dog tag. Just when were they first worn, their 

changes over time and the rather gruesome myth that the 

notch in the edge of some tags was to prevent postmortem 

bloating of a body.

It's not known for certain where the term "dog tag" 

originated. One theory was that it was coined by WWII 

draftees who claimed they were treated like dogs. Another 

suggested it was a simple reference to the tags looking 

similar to those worn on a dog's collar. Or that it was coined 

by Newspaper magnate William Randolph Hearst back 

in 1936, to describe the personal nameplates the newly 

formed Social Security Administration was considering 

giving out, similar to those used by the US military.

However, they were actually in use as forms of identification 

long before the 1930's. Unofficially, they were in use during 

the American Civil War. Soldiers were so afraid of dying and 

being buried in unmarked graves that they started marking 

their clothing, keeping pieces of lead or copper in their 

pockets or wearing pieces of wood around their necks with 

their names carved into them.

However, at that stage, the idea of some form of personal 

identification hadn't yet caught on. By the end of the Civil 

War, of the more than 17,000 troops buried in the Vicksburg 

National Cemetery, nearly 13,000 of the graves are still 

marked as unidentified.

It wasn't until 1906 that the first order was given, officially 

authorising the use of dog tags. 

In the War Department General Order No. 204, dated 

December 20, 1906, it was written, “An aluminium 

identification tag, the size of a silver half dollar and of 

suitable thickness, stamped with the name, rank, company,  

regiment, or corps of the wearer, will be worn by each 

officer and enlisted man of the Army whenever the field 

kit is worn, the tag to be suspended from the neck, 

underneath the clothing, by a cord or thong passed through 

a small hole in the tab.
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A dog tag belonging to Union Army Cpl. Alvin B. Williams of Company 

F, 11th Regiment New Hampshire Volunteers. He was killed May 12, 

1864, near Spotsylvania Court House in Virginia.

Original World War I dog tags belonging to Navy and Army veteran 

Thomas R. Darden. Darden served in the Navy from 1903-1908 and in 

the Army as an officer from 1917 through the end of the War.

The dogs 
of war



It is prescribed as a part of the uniform and when not worn 

as directed herein will be habitually kept in the possession 

of the owner. The tag will be issued by the Quartermaster's 

Department gratuitously to enlisted men and at cost price 

to officers.”

Then in July 1916, that original order was modified with the 

inclusion of a second disc, to be suspended from the first 

disc by a short string or chain. The first tag would remain 

with a body, while the second was for burial service record 

keeping.

The Navy didn't adopt the wearing of dog tags until 1917 

and by that stage all U.S. combat troops were required to 

wear them. However, the Navy dog tags were quite different 

to those of the Army.

The Navy used an etching process for the lettering and 

included the letters 'U.S.N.'. While on the reverse, the 

fingerprint of each sailor's right index finger was included 

as a security measure. However, the navy dropped the use 

of the tags between the wars and by the time they were 

reinstated in 1941, stamping had replaced etching.

South Pacific WWII Museum Newsletter February 2021

US Navy dog tags with their unique fingerprint etched into the reverse side.
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By World War II, dog tags had evolved into pretty much the 

shape and size they are today. The official dimensions were 

2 inches long x 1 1/8 inches wide x 0.025 inches thick. They 

featured a  rectangular form, small rolled outer edges, and a 

single hole (dia 1/8″) for the necklace. 

They did evolve a little during the war. Initially they featured 

name, rank, service number, blood type and religion. Many 

earlier types such as those we've found on Santo, also 

featured a contact name and address in case of emergency. 

But in 1944, that was dropped as well. A 'T' was also included 

on those tags of people who had had a tetanus shot, but by 

the 1950s that was dropped also.

As for the notch in one end of the tags? Urban myths 

suggested it was there to enable a tag to be wedged in the 

teeth of a deceased person to enable later identification. 

Another myth suggested again it was to go in the mouth to 

prevent postmortem bloating of a body. Neither of these 

explanations could be further from the truth.

The real reason for the notch was that the Model 70 

Addressograph Hand Identification Imprinting Machine 

required a notch to orient the tag correctly and hold it in 

place during the embossing and little known follow-up 

‘printing’ process. 

The idea was that the tags could go back in the machine and 

rapidly ‘print' all of the information from a soldier's dog tag 

directly onto medical and personnel forms in the field, with a 

single squeeze of the trigger. 

A pair of World War II U.S. military identification tags discovered in 

Germany in July 2020. Their owner Army Pvt. Sammie Lee Williams 

survived the war, returned to the U.S. and lived to be 81.

Four dog tags found on Santo, to be reunited with family members.



The feature wasn’t very successful due to adverse climatic 

conditions such as dirt, dust, water, etc. and was eventually 

abandoned. The other reason the 'field' use was dumped 

was that medical personnel felt they could be mistaken 

as officers holding a pistol, making them ideal targets for 

enemy snipers!

Since World War II, dog tags haven't changed a great deal. 

Different manufacturing meant the notch was removed and 

to stop them making so much noise, some are worn with a 

rubber 'silencer' that fits on around the rim.

Marine Corps dog tags also include a person's gas mask 

size, while in 1969 the US Army removed a person's serial 

number and replaced it with their social security number. 

However, even that was dropped in favour of a person's 

Defence Department ID number to help safeguard against 

identity theft.

For all the incredible technology on the battlefield these 

days, it's amazing to think the easiest and most reliable way 

to identify a soldier, sailor, airman or marine is from a simple 

stamped metal tag that was first used over 100 years ago. 

One whose design has barely changed in the last 75 years.
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Dog tags hang from the Iraq/Afghanistan Dog Tag Memorial at the 

Museum of the Forgotten Warrior outside of Beale Air Force Base, 

California. The memorial contains 6,296 individual dog tags.

Replica dog tags for Medal of Honor recipient and pilot Air Force Capt. Steven L. Bennett. Newly printed dog tags were 

presented to Bennett’s daughter, Angela Bennett-Engele, after the original dog tags went missing.



Every way you look at it, war is a game of numbers. A 

massive logistics challenge getting the needs of a military 

force to where it needs it most - particularly if it's in the 

South Pacific, thousands of kilometres from home port.

So how do you supply more than 250 different field 

activities, such as communications, hospital/medical, 

camp, PT, and ship repair units, when Navy suppliers were 

competing with each other for the same men, machinery, 

supplies and materials?

In early 1942, a planning program was devised by the Chief 

of Naval Operations that was to examine the needs of each 

activity. From those needs, the material and equipment 

required for each activity was compiled in lists which 

consisted of all the men, materiel, and supplies needed to 

run each activity.

Once the lists were created, it became a functional 

component, or a 'kit' consisting of all the required personnel 

and the materiel needed for it to operate a specific function.

The components formed part of an overall system that 

resulted in methods of assembly, training and moving being 

far more streamlined and orderly. (continued...)

A Numbers game.  
The staggering logistics of Base Button.
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A Seabees depot in the United States.

An aerial view of Base Button in Luganville.
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The individual components could then be packaged 

together to create large base commands which would ship 

all at once as a cohesive command. This was the case with 

Base Button on Espiritu Santo and what was called LION One.

LION One became the first major unit to deploy to the 

Pacific under the functional component system. It was 

a naval operating base designed to be about the size of 

Pearl Harbour prior to the war. The LION consisted of 73 

major components, over 8,000 men, and 129,000 tons 

of equipment and materiel, which incredibly took three 

months to unload in the Segond Channel. Each component 

was equipped down to the last paperclip. Quite literally 

everything each 'activity' would require to function, was 

included - from drawing pins to earth moving equipment.

Back in 1942, Luganville was just a small community and 

called Santo Town. A dirt road along the waterfront linked 

up the Catholic mission, French delegation and hospital, 

Burns Philp and CFNH trading houses. Additionally, the 

Segond Channel as it was known during the war, was called 

Segond Canal. 

From these humble beginnings would be built the largest 

U.S. military establishment west of Pearl Harbour by a 

number of US Navy construction battalions composed of 

thousands of Seabees, who arrived throughout 1942 and 1943.

In addition to the original fighter airfield constructed at 

Turtle Bay, Santo eventually accommodated three bomber 

fields and a seaplane base on the Segond Channel. 

However, the base also comprised naval refuelling, five 

hospitals including the huge Navy Base Hospitals No. 3 

and 6, and the Army's 25th Evacuation hospitals, aviation 

fuelling and repair shops, docking and port operations, 

a ship communication control centre, harbour and island 

defence facilities, storage, supply, and ordnance depots, 

fleet schools and training centres (including the Jungle 

Fighting School along the Sarakata River), fleet recreation 

facilities over on Aore Island and camps for thousands of 

permanent personnel and transiting troops. 

In January 1944, approximately 42,000 military personnel 

were stationed on Santo which grew to 50,000 in May. In 

addition to permanent base personnel, tens of thousands 

more Americans were temporarily on Santo. (continued...)
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A freighter unloads cargo at the floating pontoon dock on Pallikulo 

Bay. One of the many docks, wharfs and jetties on Santo.

Bomber #3 airfield was one of three massive bomber strips built out 

of the jungle on Santo to support the war effort to the north.



 

They were in transit to other bases and using the base's 

training and recreation facilities, or were crew members 

on dozens of ships anchored in the Segond Channel and 

Pallikulo Bay. 

With the local population of Santo at the time being 

around 4000, and that of the New Hebrides as a whole 

around 40,000, American occupation more than doubled 

the population of the New Hebrides. 

LION One effectively transformed the quiet, sparsely 

populated South Pacific island of Espiritu Santo into 

a small city. The Americans erected more than 3174 

Quonset, Dallas, New Zealand, SSAR huts and other 

buildings, 1236 tents, and 165 magazines to house 

military operations. 

The 927 feet long floating dry dock, ABSD-1, that was 

moored in Palikulo Bay, was massive and capable of 

repairing any damaged naval vessel in the US pacific 

fleet. Capable of lifting 90,000 tons she was soon joined 

by a cruiser-capacity floating dock, YFD-21, and two 

smaller ones, ARD-14 and AFD-14, with respective lifting 

capacities of 3,500 tons and 1,000 tons.

Over on the airfields, 1200 planes were based at the 

island's three bomber strips and the Turtle Bay Fighter 

Airfield. Meanwhile, the constant stream of warships and 
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The waterfront in what is now the town of Luganville, was home to 

hundreds of Quonset huts used for warehousing and storage. The 

main wharf in Luganville can be seen in the centre of the shot with 

two cargo ships unloading alongside.

cargo ships calling in at the port moored at 88 berths and 

anchorages and could unload up to 2500 tons of cargo daily. 

Astoundingly, the island's supply depots issued over 

104,326,000kg (230,000,000 lbs) of stores between 1943 

and 1945. Meanwhile base personnel had the pleasure of 

driving their fleets of jeeps and trucks of all shapes and 

sizes along 330 kilometres of newly constructed roads, 

almost all paved with crushed coral. 

As far as fresh food went, the base bakery turned out 

more than 12,000 loaves of bread a day. While on Santo 

and Efate the US Navy and Army established 20 hectare 

(50 acre) farms where they grew radishes, cucumbers, 

Chinese cabbage, endive, corn, squash, lettuce, 

watermelons, green peppers, eggplant, tomatoes and a 

range of other vegetables. In fact, in the first six months 

of 1944 alone, the military farms on Efate, for example, 

produced 226,000 ears of corn.

Santo was also equipped with a radio station, 

broadcasting the latest programming from Hollywood. 

There was a telephone exchange handling calls from all 

over the island, an electricity grid, plumbing with fresh 

water and a local newspaper - the Santonian (where our 

Members newsletter gets its name). (continued...)

The huge ABSD-1 floating dry dock moored in Pallikulo Bay, Any ship 

in the US Pacific Fleet could undergo repairs in the dock.



What's more, Base Button had a Masonic Temple and 

there were 26 indoor and outdoor cinemas and theatres 

where personnel could enjoy various theatrical reviews, 

movies from back home and a stream of visiting performers 

including Artie Shaw, Bob Hope (who drew an audience 

of 18,000), Ray Milland, Isaac Stern, Patty Thomas, Jerry 

Colonna, Frances Langford, Tony Romano and many more. 

By July of 1943 Espiritu Santo was the principal base in the 

South Pacific. And when you look at just these numbers 

alone, the sheer scale of the operation on Santo certainly 

was staggering.

Of course, Santo was also famous for having the largest 

and finest recreational facilities in the Pacific - those over on 

Aore Island. But that's definitely for another story.
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The entrance to the Aore Island Fleet Recreation Centre.

Bob Hope's USO group toured Santo in 1943. In the group are from 

left to right, Barney Dean, Patty Thomas, Bob Hope Jerry Colonna, 

Frances Langford and Tony Romano.
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South Pacific WWII Museum 
Unity Park, Main Street,  

Luganville, Espiritu Santo 
Vanuatu

email: info@southpacificwwiimuseum.com  
web: southpacificwwiimuseum.com
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Inspiring everyday  
heroes

Donna sitting in a Corsair dedicated to the memory of John Glenn.
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Based in the United States, Donna is a scientist by 

training having earned an undergraduate degree in 

molecular biology from Lehigh University and a doctoral 

degree in genetics from Cornell University. However, her 

real passion and greatest interest is World War II history 

This month's hero is someone very dear to us at the 

South Pacific WWII Museum. A history buff with a nose 

for exploring and unearthing the personal histories of 

those who served on Espiritu Santo - Donna Esposito. 

and popular culture of the 1940s.

She has travelled throughout the Pacific visiting Palau, 

the Marianas, Papua New Guinea and has visited the 

Solomon Islands twice, where she assisted in  

the recovery of the remains of an American 

soldier missing in action.

But it's her willingness to lend a hand to help 

locate the surviving relatives of the owners of  

dog tags we discover on Santo that makes  

Donna such a wonderful friend of the Museum. 

Her relentless research and digging to uncover 

the often very personal stories of those who 

served in the Pacific Theatre during World War II, 

has brought a number of families closer together, 

some of whom were unaware of their ancestor's 

service on Santo. 

We are very lucky to have Donna as part of the 

Museum team. 

You can find out more about Donna and her first novel 

'Flying Time' at donnaesposito.com

Inspiring Everyday Heroes is our Museum brand 
and means how the stories of yesteryear and 
our project can inspire today’s new generation.

ttps://www.facebook.com/SouthPacificWWllMuseum
https://twitter.com/southpacificww2
https://www.instagram.com/spwwiimuseum/
https://youtube.com/channel/UCdfaJpOOUX4J1p5IK2kCspQ

